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Abstract: We compute the gravitational response of six dimensional gauged, chiral su-
pergravity to localized stress energy on one of two space-filling branes, including the effects
of compactifying the extra dimensions and brane back-reaction. We find a broad class of
exact solutions, including various black-brane solutions. Several approximate solutions are
also described, such as the near-horizon geometry of a small black hole which is argued to
be approximately described by a 6D Schwarzschild (or Kerr) black hole, with event horizon
appropriately modified to encode the brane back-reaction. The general linearized far-field
solutions are found in the 4D regime very far from the source, and all integration constants
are related to physical quantities describing the branes and the localized energy source.
The localized source determines two of these, corresponding to the source mass and the
size of the strength of a coupling to a 4D scalar mode whose mass is parametrically smaller
than the KK scale. At large distances the solutions agree with those of 4D general rela-
tivity, but for an intermediate range of distances (larger than the KK scale) the solutions
better fit a Brans-Dicke theory. For a realistic choice of parameters the KK scale could
lie at a micron, while the crossover to Brans-Dicke behaviour could occur at around 10
microns. While allowed by present data this points to potentially measurable changes to
Newton’s Law arising at distances larger than the KK scale.
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1 Introduction
If the vacuum has an energy density, it appears to gravitate much more weakly than
do other energy sources [1–4]. Attempts to understand how this might be possible have
spawned many efforts towards modifying gravity [5–15], with (so far) disappointing re-
sults [16, 17]. The broad features of what is required are clear: a Lorentz-invariant vac-
uum energy should largely not gravitate while ordinary mass distributions should do so
unchanged from the predictions of general relativity (over solar-system distances). By
modifying gravity one hopes to learn why these two types of energy sources should differ
from one another in their gravitational response, with the difference possibly being traced
to their energy distribution in space and/or time.
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Higher-dimensional models provide a particularly concrete arena for exploring such
modifications, for several reasons. First, although nonzero stress-energy must curve space-
time, when there are extra dimensions it is not necessarily true that the resulting curvature
occurs within the four large dimensions visible to cosmologists. Second, if only one or two
dimensions are as large as the micron-ish scales associated with the Dark Energy den-
sity — which, remarkably, remains phenomenologically viable [18–23] — then long-range
forces within these dimensions do not fall off with distance. This makes it impossible to
neglect the effects of back-reaction when computing the curvature produced by a given
energy distribution, such as by the tension of various space-filling branes situated around
the extra dimensions. Furthermore, the effects of back-reaction are comparatively poorly
understood, and it is precisely in such poorly explored areas that one hopes something may
have been missed by previous searchers.
These ideas have been explored in both 5D [24, 25] and 6D [26–28] models, where it was
shown that extra dimensions in themselves turn out not to be enough. Although it is true
that back-reaction causes the low-energy 4D vacuum energy to differ significantly from the
naive ‘probe’ approximation, the difference doesn’t appear to favour particularly small cur-
vatures once all effects are taken into account. The situation seems more promising if there
are two extra dimensions that are both large and supersymmetric [29–32], not least because
extra-dimensional supersymmetry can forbid an extra-dimensional cosmological constant.
More generally, supersymmetry — and the classical scale invariance that extra-dimensional
supergravities generically enjoy — can combine to help suppress both classical [33–35] and
quantum [36] contributions to the vacuum energy. In some cases the resulting observable
4D vacuum energy can be as small as the Kaluza-Klein (KK) scale, even when the scale of
supersymmetry breaking within particle physics on a brane is much higher [32, 36].
Back-reaction plays an important role in all of these results, with the tensions of the
various branes turning out to be cancelled or partially cancelled by the curvatures the
branes set up within the extra dimensions [26–28]. Among the issues that remain to be
pinned down in these models is whether or not this same back-reaction also modifies how
ordinary objects gravitate, in a way that is consistent with the abundance of tests of general
relativity, and its many successful applications to cosmology.
In this paper we explicitly compute how point objects gravitate in supersymmetric large
extra-dimensional (SLED) models, with the goal of filling in some of these missing steps. We
do so using the specific example of 6D chiral, gauged supergravity [37–39], though we expect
many of our results to carry over to other 6D supergravities (e.g. [40, 41]) inasmuch as they
largely rely on general symmetry properties. One hopes both to see whether the models
are ruled out by existing measurements and, if not, to see if one can find robust observable
differences from general relativity with which the proposals can be tested definitively. Our
results extend earlier calculations that have been performed for non-supersymmetric 6D
models [42], as well as partial results that are known for supersymmetric 6D models [43].
We make the following findings:
• We identify a broad class of exact classical solutions to the field equations that include
explicitly both the compactification of the two extra dimensions and the back-reaction
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of up to two brane sources (whose properties need not be identical to one another).
Besides the well-known maximally 4D-symmetric vacuum solutions, we also have a
broad class of exact black-brane solutions [59–62] (to which we argue the solution for
generic point masses asymptotes at large distances).
• For small enough black holes we identify how the supergravity solutions eventually
approach the form of a black hole solution to pure Einstein gravity, provided they
don’t couple directly to the 6D dilaton of the 6D gravity supermultiplet. Brane back-
reaction modifies these solutions [44, 45] much as does a black hole localized on a
cosmic string in four dimensions [46].
• We identify the linearized equations that govern the transition between the near-
field 6D and far-field 4D solutions, and show that brane back-reaction does not alter
the naive expressions for the conserved charges (like mass or angular momentum)
that can be related in these solutions to the asymptotic fall-off towards the vacuum
solution at large distances.
• We obtain the general solution (for static point sources) to these linearized equations
in the far-field regime for which the fields fall off as 1/r, in the 4D manner. By
imposing the near-brane boundary conditions we identify the physical interpretation
of the integration constants in these solutions. We show that two constants survive
undetermined by the near-brane boundary conditions, and must be fixed in terms of
the properties of the point source.
• We argue that these last two boundary conditions correspond to the two parameters
that arise within the low-energy 4D theory that describes the low-energy 4D limit
that is appropriate to the 1/r limit. Besides the massless 4D graviton, this 4D theory
also includes a 4D scalar breathing mode that is not precisely massless, but its mass,
µ, is parametrically light compared with the KK scale: µ ' mKKδ, with δ  1
of order the defect angle of the back-reacting branes. This scalar couples to brane
matter like a Brans-Dicke scalar, and matching to the 6D linearized solution reveals
the two integration constants to be the point-source mass and Brans-Dicke coupling
(and so scalar charge).
• Although the Brans-Dicke coupling found by dimensional reduction is large enough to
have been ruled out, the Brans-Dicke solution only applies for r  µ−1. For distances
larger than this the scalar field falls exponentially to zero and the far-field behaviour
is precisely as expected for 4D general relativity, given the point source’s mass. In
the practical examples that are known to give acceptably large quantum-generated
vacuum energies [36], mKK ' 0.1 eV and δ ' 0.1 and so 1/µ ' 10 µm. At this range
the theory crosses over to a Brans-Dicke form, and so in particular would appear as
a modification at these distances to the size of Newton’s constant, rathern than a
change to the inverse square law. (A crossover to a 1/r4 force law ultimately does
occur, but only at the KK scale, 1/mKK ' 1 µm.)
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The remainder of this paper marshals our arguments as follows. First, section 2 sets
up the field equations for the 6D supergravity of interest, and briefly describes the exact
solutions that describe compactified vacuum and more general configurations, including
brane back-reaction. This section describes, in particular, the 6D black holes that govern
the near-field limit (for sufficiently small black holes) and the black branes that govern the
far-field limit, as well as the scales where these approximate forms become valid. Next, sec-
tion 3 provides the tools needed to relate the physical brane and point-source properties to
the integration constants obtained from integrating the field equations. These come in two
types: near-brane boundary conditions that capture the back-reaction of the branes; and
expressions for conserved charges (like mass) that relate the asymptotic far-field solution to
the source properties. Section 4 then linearizes the field equations and gives their general
solutions in the far-field four-dimensional limit. The boundary conditions of section 3 are
applied and used to eliminate all but two of the integration constants. The remaining two
are fixed in terms of the source mass and ‘scalar charge’ by comparing the far-field form of
the 6D solutions with the far-field form of the corresponding solutions to the 4D effective
field theory that should govern this limit. This is followed, in section 5, by a discussion
of the implications for short-distance tests of the Newtonian inverse-square law. Finally,
section 6 provides a preliminary discussion of some of the implications of these calculations.
2 Field equations and some solutions
In this section we set up and solve the 6D supergravity field equations in detail, including
the effects caused by the back-reaction of the branes on their gravitational environments.
After first briefly summarizing the back-reacted vacuum solutions, we then identify the
higher-dimensional gravitational field (and other bulk fields) generated by a point mass
localized on one of the branes.
2.1 The field equations
The 6D theory of interest is 6D chiral gauged supergravity [37–39], whose action when
truncated to just the graviton gMN , an R-symmetry, U(1)R, gauge field, FMN , and the
dilaton φ, is1
S = −
∫
d6x
√−g
[
1
2κ2
(
R+ ∂Mφ∂Mφ
)
+
1
4g2R
e−φFMN FMN +
2g2R
κ4
eφ
]
, (2.1)
where κ2 = M−4g is the 6D gravitational coupling and g2R  κ is the scale appearing in the
6D gauge coupling, g2(φ) := g2R e
φ, for the Maxwell field, FMN .
The corresponding field equations are
RMN + ∂Mφ∂Nφ+ κ
2
g2R
e−φFMPFNP − 1
2
(
κ2
4g2R
e−φFPQF PQ − 2g
2
R
κ2
eφ
)
gMN = 0 (2.2)
∂M
(√−ge−φFMN) = 0 (2.3)
φ+
(
κ2
4g2R
e−φFPQF PQ − 2g
2
R
κ2
eφ
)
= 0 . (2.4)
1We use a ‘mostly-plus’ metric, and adopt Weinberg’s curvature conventions [47].
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Notice these equations are invariant under the classical rigid scaling symmetry under which
gMN → c gMN and e−φ → c e−φ, for arbitrary constant c.
2.2 Two classes of exact compactified solutions
In this section we describe two classes of exact solutions to the above field equations. Our
main interest is in solutions to the above field equations arising from various matter sources.
But before describing these it is worth briefly recapping the properties of vacuum solutions,
for which the four on-brane directions are maximally symmetric.
Vacuum solutions
We start here with the vacuum solutions, focussing on branes that do not couple to the
6D dilaton, φ, since this is sufficient to ensure that maximally symmetric on-brane geome-
tries are flat [33, 54, 55] (making them the ones of most interest for applications to the
cosmological constant problem [32]).
In this case the most general solutions involving two or fewer branes can be written in
closed form [49, 50], and are given by2
ds2 =W2(θ) dsˆ24 + a2(θ)
(
dθ2 + α2(θ) sin2 θ dϕ2
)
, (2.5)
where the field equations imply dsˆ24 := ηµνdx
µdxν ,
a(θ) = a0W(θ) with a0 := κ e
−φ0/2
2gR
, (2.6)
and
α(θ) =
λ
W4(θ) , (2.7)
with
W4(θ) = eη sin2 θ
2
+ e−η cos2
θ
2
= cosh η − sinh η cos θ . (2.8)
The background gauge field (with flux quantum n = ±1) is given by
Fθϕ = ± λ sin θ
2W8(θ) , (2.9)
and the dilaton profile is
eφ(θ) =
eφ0
W2(θ) . (2.10)
Here η, λ and φ0 are three integration constants. Two of these can be related to
brane properties by the near-brane boundary conditions [56, 57], as is seen most simply3
if they are traded for the defect angles, δb = 2pi(1 − αb), for the conical singularities due
2We use here the coordinates of ref. [36], since these are more physically transparent for the present
purposes than are those used in the earlier literature.
3Recall that the defect angle is related to the brane lagrangian density, Lb = √−γ Lb by δb =
κ2Lb/2pi [34, 35], which reduces to the standard expression [58] for a pure-tension brane (for which Lb = Tb).
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to the back-reaction of the branes located at the two poles (labeled by b = ±). Defining
α+ := α(θ = 0), α− := α(θ = pi), we have
λ =
√
α+α− and eη =
√
α+
α−
. (2.11)
The constant, φ0, labels the one-parameter class of solutions dictated by the classical scale
invariance mentioned below eqs. (2.2). For the particular special case α+ = α− the function
W(θ) (and so also φ(θ), a(θ) and α(θ)) is constant and the geometry (2.5) reduces to the
simple rugby-ball solution [29, 48].
The extra-dimensional volume is
V2 = 2pi
∫ pi
0
dθ
√
g˜ = 8pia20
[
(α+ α−)3/4√
α+ +
√
α−
]
, (2.12)
and the 6D and 4D Planck scales, Mg and Mp, are related by
M2p = 2piM
4
g
∫ pi
0
dθ
√
g˜ W4 = 4pia20M4g
√
α+ α− , (2.13)
where the (rationalized) 4D Planck mass, Mp, is defined relative to the 4D Newton constant,
G4, by 8piG4 = M
−2
p . Notice that these reduce to the spherical case, V2 = 4pia20 and
M2p = V2M4g , when |α± − 1| ' O(κ2T±/2pi)  1, which is the regime of most practical
interest.
More general solutions and black branes
The above vacuum solutions immediately generalize to a broader class of exact compactified
solutions. The idea behind this generalization is the observation that new exact solutions
to eqs. (2.2) can be extracted given any known solution for which the 4 large dimensions
are maximally symmetric.
To this end consider a metric of the simple warped-product form
ds2 =W2(y) gˆµν(x) dxµdxν + g˜mn(y) dymdyn , (2.14)
where xµ (with µ = 0, 1, 2, 3) and ym (with m = 4, 5) are respectively 4D and 2D co-
ordinates. When the 4D metric, gˆµν , is maximally symmetric this form includes a great
many known solutions, including the original spherical Salam-Sezgin solution [48] and its
generalizations to include branes. These include the solutions with two (or fewer [51, 52])
branes described above [33, 49, 50], as well as multiple-brane configurations [53] — for all of
which gˆµν is flat. It also includes solutions where gˆµν is curved (e.g. 4D de Sitter) [54, 55].
Our present interest is in solutions that are not maximally symmetric in the 4D di-
rections. For these purposes we now prove the following proposition: given any solution
of the form of eq. (2.14) for which the 4D geometry is maximally symmetric, there is a
broad family of other exact solutions for which the 4D metric is not maximally symmetric.
In particular, the new solutions are also described by eq. (2.14), with precisely the same
functions W(y) and gmn(y), but with the maximally symmetric geometry, gˆµν replaced by
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any ym-independent Einstein metric,4 gµν , whose curvature scalar agrees with the original
maximally symmetric solution: R = Rˆ.
This type of new solution exists because the 6D Ricci curvature, RMN , associated with
the above metric ansatz can always be expressed as
Rmn = R˜mn + 4
(
∂m∂nW + ∂mW∂nW − Γ˜pmn∂pW
)
Rµν = Rˆµν +
[
∂m(g˜
mn∂nW ) + 4g˜
mn∂mW∂nW + g˜
mnΓ˜pmp∂nW
]
gˆµν
Rmµ = 0 (2.15)
where W := lnW and quantities with a tilde are constructed just from the metric g˜mn
while hatted quantities are constructed with gˆµν . The basic observation is that the field
equations depend on gˆµν only through the combination Rˆµν =
1
4 Rˆ gˆµν , and so are exactly
the same as they would be for a maximally symmetric space provided Rˆ is constant.
In particular, for each 4D flat solution of the form (2.14) (such as the ones described in
section 2.2 above), another equally good solution is obtained if gˆµν(x) is instead an arbitrary
4D Ricci-flat metric, with all other functions (like W, φ, etc.) unchanged. Similarly, for
each 6D solutions with a 4D de Sitter geometry there is a new class of exact solutions
for which Rˆµν =
1
4Rˆgˆµν 6= 0, with all other functions unchanged. This result allows the
immediate identification of asymptotically flat (or de Sitter) black branes: first solve the
vacuum field equations for a flat (or de Sitter) brane, and then replace the 4D metric by
an asymptotically flat (or de Sitter) black-hole spacetime.
As stated earlier, our present interest is in solutions for which any brane sources do
not couple to the 6D dilaton, φ, since for 4D maximally symmetric geometries this suffices
to ensure gˆµν is flat [33, 54, 55]. For any such solution we have just seen that another exists
where gˆµν is instead an arbitrary 4D Ricci-flat metric, and so in particular gˆµν could be
given by the Schwarzschild or Kerr metric. For instance, the Schwarzschild black brane is
given explicitly by
ds2 =W2(θ) dsˆ24 + a2(θ)
(
dθ2 + α2(θ) sin2 θ dϕ2
)
, (2.16)
where the functions W, a, α, φ and Fmn are as given in section 2.2, but with the 4D
geometry given by
dsˆ24 := gˆµνdx
µdxν = −f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2
(
dξ2 + sin2 ξ dζ2
)
, (2.17)
with f(r) = 1− rs/r and rs = 2G4M denoting the 4D Schwarzschild radius.
As is verified explicitly below, this black brane solution should agree asymptotically
with the gravitational field outside of a black hole located on one of the branes, at distances
much further than both the Schwarzschild and the KK scales; r  rs and
r  a0 = κ e
−φ0/2
2gR
. (2.18)
4An Einstein metric satisfies Rµν = k gµν , for constant k.
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This is true in particular for the distances relevant to astrophysical black holes. Physically,
the far-field limit of a point source on a brane agrees with the far-field black brane solution
because at large distances only the lowest multipole is relevant, and this cannot resolve
where the mass is situated within the extra dimensions.
2.3 Some relevant scales
When discussing the gravitational field of a source of mass M localized on a brane, there
are three important scales that govern the limits of most physical interest. These are:
• The KK scale, a0, defined in eq. (2.6), that sets the size of the extra dimensions;
• The 4D Schwarzschild radius, rs = 2G4M = M/(4piM2p ), that sets the size of the
event horizon of a 4D Schwarzschild black hole of mass M ;
• The 6D Schwarzschild radius,5 ρ3s = 3κ2M/(4pi)2 = 3M/(4piM2g )2, that sets the size6
of the event horizon of a 6D Schwarzschild black hole of mass M .
Notice that these scales are related to one another,
rs =
M
4piM2p
' M
(4pia0)2M4g
=
ρ3s
3a20
, (2.19)
and so ρs = rs when ρ
2
s ' 3a20. Writing
rs =
(
M
M0
)
a0
3
and ρs =
(
M
M0
)1/3
a0 , (2.20)
we see rs >∼ ρs >∼ a0 for M >∼M0, and for M <∼M0 we have rs <∼ ρs <∼ a0. For a0 of order a
micron the transitional mass corresponds to M0 := a0/G4 ' M/(3 × 109) ' 7 × 1020 kg
(about 1% of the mass of the Moon).
We next consider several examples of how these scales control the relative size of
physical effects for gravitational geometries.
Black brane instability
For 6D Einstein gravity, for which RMN = 0, relatively general considerations [63] argue
that the black-brane solution becomes unstable when M  M0, and so for which rs 
ρs  a0. In this limit an instability arises for extra-dimensional modes of wavelength
λ ' ρs, which like to fragment the black brane into 6D black holes.
We expect a similar phenomenon also to occur for the solutions of eqs. (2.2), in which
case the black-brane solution discussed above should only be appropriate in the M M0
limit for which rs  ρs  a0. Black branes this large escape the instability because the
unstable modes are too large to fit into the extra dimensions, since ρs  a0.
5We use ρ to denote the 6D radial coordinate, keeping r as the radial coordinate in the 4 dimensions
parallel to the branes.
6See appendix A for a justification of the numerical factors in ρs.
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In the other limit, when M  M0, a more 6D black-hole solution should apply. Al-
though the precise solutions appropriate for the 6D black hole in this limit are not known
for eqs. (2.2), including both brane back-reaction and extra-dimensional compactification,
we extract below many of its features in physically interesting limits. In particular, we
argue that close enough to the event horizon it is the response to the presence of the source
mass M that dominates the geometry, and this is approximately described (assuming the
black hole is not itself a source for the bulk dilaton and Maxwell fields7) by a standard 6D
Schwarzschild black hole, with slightly modified event horizon where this is intersected by
the brane. Further from the black hole (but still less than the KK scale) the energy density
of the other bulk supergravity fields becomes important and so governs the transition from
6D to 4D behaviour.
6D black hole vs 6D KK black hole
The region wherein the 6D black hole solution to eqs. (2.2) is well approximated by a
standard 6D black hole is ρ <∼ ρ?, with ρ denoting 6D radius (defined more precisely
below) and ρ? defined by the distance for which the energy density of the bulk fields φ
and FMN become important. It is only once ρ >∼ ρ? that the solution ‘learns’ that it sits
within compact higher dimensions and so modifies its long-distance behaviour. The same
statement also applies, of course, to the exterior gravitational field of a source that is much
smaller than the extra dimensions but is not a black hole because its physical size is larger
than ρs.
To estimate ρ? we assume the energy density of φ and FMN to be the same order as
for the vacuum spacetime of section 2.2, and so the F 2 and eφ terms in the 6D Einstein
equation are of order 1/a20 in size. But in 6D the components of the Riemann tensor at
distance ρ from a point mass are of order ρ3s/ρ
5, and so the generic curvature components
are much larger than the components of the bulk stress energy for any
ρ5 <∼ ρ5? ' ρ3sa20 , and so ρs <∼ ρ? <∼ a0 , (2.21)
where the last inequalities use M <∼ M0 (and so ρs <∼ a0), as is required for the 6D black-
hole solution to be relevant. When ρ  ρ? the contributions of the bulk stress energy
should be negligible and the near-horizon components of the metric should dominantly be
controlled by the vacuum field equations, RMN ' 0.
2.4 Approximate 6D black holes
For black holes much smaller than the KK size, the above arguments suggest the black-
hole solution to eqs. (2.2) is well approximated by a standard 6D Schwarzschild black
hole [64, 65],
ds2 = −h(ρ)dt2 + dρ
2
h(ρ)
+ ρ2dΩ4 , (2.22)
where h(ρ) = 1− (ρs/ρ)3 and dΩ4 is the line-element on the unit 4-sphere. Here ρs is the
6D event horizon, related to the black-hole mass as stated earlier: ρ3s ∝ G6M .
7When the branes do couple to φ and AM the near-brane asymptotics can instead be captured by using
the approximate Kasner-type near-brane solutions identified in [54, 55].
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Although this solution should be adequate at most places near the horizon, it must
break down where the horizon intersects the brane world sheet, which we can take to
be at the poles of the 4-sphere. The boundary conditions at these points can be imple-
mented following the codimension-two brane surgery described in [44, 45], adapted from
the string/black-hole solution of [46], in which a wedge having the appropriate defect angle
is removed from the 4-sphere geometry. A set of coordinates for the resulting metric that
is convenient for our later purposes is given by [44, 45]
ds2 = −
(
4%3 − ρ3s
4%3 + ρ3s
)2
dt2 +
(
1 +
ρ3s
4%3
)4/3
ds25 , (2.23)
where
ds25 = dr
2 + r2
(
dξ2 + sin2 ξ dζ2
)
+ a20
(
dθ2 + α2θ2 dϕ2
)
, (2.24)
is the flat metric on a 5D cone with α = 1 − δ/2pi measuring the defect angle. Here % is
related to the other coordinates by %2(r, θ) = r2 +a20θ
2, and to the 6D Schwarzschild radial
coordinate by
ρ = %
(
1 +
ρ3s
4%3
)2/3
' %+ ρ
3
s
6%2
+ · · · , (2.25)
where the approximate equality assumes both ρ and % to be much larger than ρs.
This solution should be a good approximation for ρs < ρ  ρ? < a0, while for
distances ρ >∼ ρ? the stress energy of the bulk fields becomes important, allowing the
simple Schwarzschild solution of this section to cross over at the KK scale to a solution
with 4D 1/r asymptotics. We return to an explicit construction of some of the features of
this solution in section 4 below.
3 Matching conditions
Before turning to a more general solution to the linearized field equations, we first digress
to describe the boundary conditions that must be applied to relate integration constants
to the physical choices made on the branes. These boundary conditions come in two types:
those applied near the branes but far from the position of the point source, and those that
capture the flux of energy and angular momentum of the point source.
3.1 Near-brane limits
We start with the near-brane boundary conditions that apply far from the position of the
point source. These have the same form as they would have in the absence of the point
source, and so also apply to the vacuum solutions described earlier.
How far from the point mass must we be to neglect its effects on the near-brane
boundary conditions? To estimate this we ask how far on the brane we must be from the
source to have its energy density fall below the energy density set by the tension, T , of the
brane. This occurs when M ' 4pir3?T , and so
r3? '
M
4piT
>∼
M
2M4g
= 2piρ3s , (3.1)
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where the inequality uses κ2T/2pi <∼ 1, which is the domain for which our semi-classical
methods work best. For the case of most interest numerically T ' (5 TeV)4 and Mg '
10 TeV, so we see κ2T/2pi ' 1/32pi ∼ 10−2 and r? ' 24/3ρs ' 2.5ρs is not much larger
than ρs.
For r  r? the near-brane limit has the form found in refs. [66, 67]. Assuming the
brane action of the form
Sb = −
∫
d4x
√−γ Lb , (3.2)
with γµν the induced metric as before, and where Lb is independent of φ, the near-brane
dilaton boundary condition becomes
lim
θ→θb
√−h gMN nM∂Nφ = 0 , (3.3)
where hab is the induced metric on surfaces of constant θ and nM is the corresponding
normal vector; the brane is assumed to be situated at θ = θb, with b = ±. (For the vacuum
solutions described earlier there are two branes with θ+ = 0 and θ− = pi.)
Similarly, the near-brane limit of the metric satisfies
lim
θ→θb
√−h
[
1
2
(
Kab −K hab)− (flat)] = −κ2
2pi
(
δSb
δhab
)
, (3.4)
where Kab is the extrinsic curvature for the surfaces of fixed θ, K = g
abKab and ‘flat’
denotes the same expression evaluated in the absence of a brane. (In practice eq. (3.4) is
most useful for the on-brane directions, for which hµν = γµν , since it is only the dependence
on the 4D metric, γµν , that is easily specified for a codimension-2 brane. The remaining
components of Kab are instead determined using the ‘Hamiltonian constraint’ for evolution
in the θ direction [56, 57].)
The gauge field satisfies a related constraint relating nMF
Ma to δSb/δAa. Physically,
this relates the magnetic flux threading a curve, Γ, encircling the brane,
Φb = lim
θ→θb
∮
Γ
AMdx
M , (3.5)
to parameters appearing within the brane action. (For instance, in terms of the constant,
Cb, appearing in the action, (4.5), matching of the gauge-field at the brane implies the
brane-localized flux is given by Φb = g
2
RCbeφb , where φb = limθ→θb φ. In practice, for
branes localized at the two poles, we regard Φb as being given and use eq. (3.5) to fix the
near-brane limit of the gauge potential:
lim
θ→θb
Aϕ = b
Φb
2pi
= b
g2RCbeφb
2pi
(3.6)
where, as before, b = ±1 labels the branes (and accounts for the difference in handedness
as Γ encircles each brane).
Specialized to the following diagonal metric
ds2 = −e2Adt2 + e−2Cdr2 + r2e2W
(
dξ2 + sin2 ξ dζ2
)
+ a20
(
e2Edθ2 + e2Bdϕ2
)
, (3.7)
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and to a brane stress energy
Tµνb =
2√−g
δSb
δγµν
= −Lb γµν , (3.8)
the above matching conditions imply the following near-brane limits
lim
θ→θb
eB−E∂θφ = lim
θ→θb
eB−E∂θA = lim
θ→θb
eB−E∂θC = lim
θ→θb
eB−E∂θW = 0 (3.9)
and
lim
θ→θb
(
b e−E∂θeB − 1
)
= −κ
2Lb
2pi
. (3.10)
(The b in front of ∂θe
B keeps track of whether or not dθ is an outward- or inward-pointing
direction at the brane in question.) These are satisfied by the vacuum solutions of sec-
tion 2.2, and in particular the last of them relates the defect angle, δ±, at θ+ = 0 and
θ− = pi to the brane action:
δb := 2pi(1− αb) = κ2Lb . (3.11)
3.2 Conserved charges (like mass)
We must also impose boundary conditions that relate the metric integration constants to
the properties of the point mass. To do this we use a general expression that relates the
mass of the source to the far-field asymptotic form of the its gravitational field [68, 69]. To
this end we seek an expression for the mass (and other conserved quantities) that is similar
to the Gauss’ Law expression relating electric charge to asymptotic electric fields:8
Q =
∫
Σ
dΣMJ
M =
∫
Σ
dΣM ∇NFMN = 1
2
∮
∂Σ
dΣMNF
MN , (3.12)
where Σ is a time-like hypersurface with asymptotic boundary ∂Σ, with respective measures
dΣM and dΣMN . The last equality uses Stokes’ Theorem to write the integral over the total
derivative as a surface term.
There is a general formalism for doing this within general relativity, whose features are
briefly summarized in appendix B. The construction relies on the fields of interest being
asymptotic to other fields that enjoy a symmetry. In the present instance we imagine the
field far from a point source to asymptote at large distances to one of the vacuum solutions
discussed in section 2.2: φ → φ¯, gMN → g¯MN and so on. Furthermore, this asymptotic
vacuum solution has symmetries (e.g. time-translation and rotational invariance) and so
admits Killing vector fields, V M , that satisfy
∇MV N +∇NV M = 0 , (3.13)
where V M := g¯MNV
N .
The main result [68–71] states that for each such a Killing vector there is a correspond-
ing conserved charge, Q[V ], that can be written totally in terms of the asymptotic forms
8This is just the covariant version of the familiar integration: Q =
∫
σ dV =
∫ ∇ · E dV = ∮ n · E dS.
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Figure 1. A sketch of the Gaussian pillbox enclosing the point mass localized on a brane, including
outgoing gravitational flux lines. Two coordinates are drawn; the radial direction, r, along the
brane, and the coordinate, θ, along the extra dimensions. The antipodal brane is also shown as a
dashed line.
of the fields. As applied to time-translation invariance, V
M
∂M = ∂t, this result allows the
conserved mass to be written as an integral over a constant-t slice,
M =
1
κ2
∫
d5x
√
g¯ δE tt , (3.14)
where EMN = GMN +κ2TMN = 0 is the 6D Einstein equation, and δEMN is its linearization
about the asymptotic background metric. M defined this way is conserved, in the sense that
it doesn’t matter which t-slice is used in its evaluation. Furthermore, general arguments
ensure the integrand on the right-hand side is a total derivative, and so can be expressed
in terms of the asymptotic values of the fields.
To make this concrete let us specialize to the diagonal metric of eq. (3.7), and take
the far-field solution to be a rugby ball solution of section 2.2 (for which α+ = α− := α).
In this case A = A + δA(r, θ), C = C + δC(r, θ), W = W + δW (r, θ), E = E + δE(r, θ),
B = B + δB(r, θ), φ = φ+ δφ(r, θ) and AM = A¯M + δAM(r, θ), with A = C = W = E = 0,
eB = α sin θ, φ = φ0 and F θϕ = ±12 α sin θ. A straightforward calculation (see appendix B
for details) then reveals
√−g¯ δE tt =
√−g¯ (δGtt + κ2δT tt)
=
1
a20
∂θ
{√−g¯ [∂θ(δC − δB − 2δW)+ (δE − δB) cot θ − δAϕ
F θϕ
]}
−∂r
{√−g¯ [∂r(δE + δB + 2δW)+ 2
r
(
δC + δW
)]}
, (3.15)
which is a total derivative, as promised.
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Integrating over a Gaussian pillbox, as illustrated in figure 1, gives the following rela-
tion between the gravitational field threading the pillbox as a function of the mass enclosed:
M =
1
κ2
∫
Σ
√
g¯ δE tt d5x = Fr + Fθ , (3.16)
where Fr is the flux through the surface at fixed r while Fθ is the flux through the surface
at fixed θ. Explicitly, using the above expressions, these fluxes become
Fr = −8pi
2αa20
κ2
∫ θ2
θ1
dθ
{
r2 sin θ
[
∂r
(
δE + δB + 2δW
)
+
2
r
(
δC + δW
)]}r=r?
r=0
, (3.17)
while the flux through the surfaces at θ = θ1 and θ = θ2 are
Fθ= 8pi
2α
κ2
∫ r?
0
dr
{
r2 sin θ
[
∂θ
(
δC − δB − 2δW
)
+
(
δE − δB
)
cot θ − δAϕ
F θϕ
]}θ=θ2
θ=θ1
. (3.18)
Appendix B shows how these formulae, evaluated using eqs. (2.23) and (2.24) agree with
the usual result for a black-hole mass evaluated using eq. (2.22) evaluated on a 6D spherical
surface, provided that the surface is chosen to lie close enough to the source (as is required
for the 6D black hole to approximate a solution to the 6D supergravity equations).
For applications to fixing integration constants we wish to use eq. (3.16) in the far-field
regime, much further from the source than the size of the extra dimensions. In this case
we can choose the surfaces of fixed θ to lie at the positions of the two branes, and use
there the near-brane matching conditions described above. Since the energy density of
the source does not compete with the much larger tension of the brane (with the possible
exception of very relativistic sources that are smaller than r? in size), both the asymptotic
background and the solution in the presence of the source satisfy the same near-brane
matching conditions. Consequently the linearized deviations must satisfy
lim
θ→θb
sin θ ∂θφ= lim
θ→θb
sin θ ∂θA= lim
θ→θb
sin θ ∂θC= lim
θ→θb
sin θ ∂θW = lim
θ→θb
sin θ δAϕ=0. (3.19)
The δB condition is a bit more subtle given that ∂θB 6= 0, leading to
lim
θ→θb
sin θ
[
(−δE + δB) cot θ + ∂θδB
]
= 0 . (3.20)
Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) imply Fθ = 0, leaving only the flux at large r:
M = Fr = −8pi
2αa20
κ2
∫ pi
0
dθ
{
r2 sin θ
[
∂r
(
δE + δB + 2δW
)
+
2
r
(
δC + δW
)]}
. (3.21)
Specializing this to a far-field regime where all perturbations are proportional to 1/r
(more about when this is possible below), δB = B1/r, δC = C1/r, δE = E1/r and
δW = W1/r, this becomes
M = −8pi
2αa20
κ2
∫ pi
0
dθ sin θ
(
2C1 − E1 −B1
)
. (3.22)
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This can be used to relate one combination of integration constants to the mass of the
source. For example, for the black brane solution described earlier E1 = B1 = 0 while
2C1 = 2A1 = −rs is θ-independent, so
M =
16pi2αa20 rs
κ2
=
4pi rs
κ24
=
rs
2G4
, (3.23)
as expected.
4 General linearized far-field solutions
In order to identify the possible integration constants to be determined in this way, we
next obtain a more systematic calculation of the asymptotic behaviour of solutions in the
far-field zone, much further from the source than the KK scale.
4.1 Linearized solutions
We now turn to the form of the long-range component of the fields in the interval r  a0.
Although this will include as a special case the exact M > M0 black brane solutions of the
previous section, it should also include the far-field limit of the more general (but more
poorly understood) case of a localized point mass. This section summarizes the results,
while appendix C provides more explicit details.
As above (though with E = 0, a choice that can be made without loss of generality to
leading order in 1/r) we start with the metric ansatz
ds2 = a20dθ
2 + e2B(θ,r) dϕ2 + ds24 (4.1)
ds24 = −e2A(θ,r) dt2 + e−2C(θ,r) dr2 + r2e2W (θ,r)(dξ2 + sin2 ξ dζ2) , (4.2)
and for simplicity we linearize the 6D field equations about the rugby-ball solution, which
corresponds to
A = C = W = 0 , eB = αa0 sin θ ,
φ = φ0 = ln
(
κ2
4g2a20
)
and F θϕ =
αn
2
sin θ , (4.3)
with n = ±1.
Flux quantization also fixes the value of φ0 to
eφ0 =
δ
2g2R|C|
=
κ2T
2g2R|C|
, (4.4)
where the two (identical) brane actions are given by9
Lb = −
√−γ
[
Tb − Cb
2
mnFmn
]
+ · · · , (4.5)
9The ‘brane-localized flux’ term, proportional to Cb, may be written more covariantly as the integral of
the 6D Hodge dual, ?F , over the 4D brane world volume.
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where the ellipses denote terms involving two or more derivatives. The constants Tb (brane
tension) and Cb (brane-localized flux) are the quantities that specify the brane proper-
ties most relevant at low energies. Notice that fixing φ0 also fixes the size of the extra-
dimensional geometry, through eq. (2.6).
As shown in the appendix, linearization of eqs. (2.2) leads to eight independent linear
field equations, given explicitly there as equations (C.9) through (C.16). We seek solutions
to these equations in the far-field regime corresponding to distances much further than the
KK scale: r  a0. Since this is well within the 4D regime, we seek solutions that fall off
like powers of 1/r and so we expand all of the perturbations in a series in 1/r, and solve
the equations neglecting terms of order 1/r2 and higher. The resulting solutions have the
following form
δφ = H˜(r) + Hˆ(r) ln
(
1− cos θ
sin θ
)
− 1
2
Aˆ(r) cos θ , (4.6)
δA = A˜(r) + C˜(r)− 2W˜ (r) + [Cˆ(r)− 2 Ŵ (r)] ln
(
1− cos θ
sin θ
)
+
1
4
Aˆ(r) cos θ , (4.7)
δC = C˜(r) + Cˆ(r) ln
(
1− cos θ
sin θ
)
− 1
4
Aˆ(r) cos θ , (4.8)
δB = B˜(r) +
H˜(r)
2
θ cot θ − Hˆ(r)M2(θ)− Aˆ(r) cos θ , (4.9)
δW = W˜ (r) + Ŵ (r) ln
(
1− cos θ
sin θ
)
+
1
4
Aˆ(r) cos θ , (4.10)
δF
(0)
ρϕ
F ρϕ
= B˜(r) + H˜(r)
(
1 +
θ
2
cot θ
)
+ Hˆ(r)
[
ln
(
1− cos θ
sin θ
)
−M2(θ)
]
− 5
2
Aˆ(r) cos θ ,
(4.11)
and
δFrϕ
F ρϕ
= −2
r
(
Cˆ0 + Wˆ0
sin θ
)
. (4.12)
where the function M2 is defined by
M2(x) :=
∫ x
0
dy
M1(y)
sin2 y
with M1(x) :=
∫ x
0
dy sin2 y ln
(
1− cos y
sin y
)
, (4.13)
as in appendix C.
In these expressions the integration constants10 are A˜i, Aˆi, B˜i, C˜i, Cˆi, W˜i, Ŵi, H˜i and
Hˆi, where in all cases i = 0, 1 and
A˜(r) := A˜0 +
A˜1
r
, Aˆ(r) := Aˆ0 +
Aˆ1
r
, and so on. (4.14)
The constants with subscript ‘0’ appear in terms that survive as r → 0 and describe those
perturbations of the rugby ball that lead to the more general vacuum solutions given in
section 2.2. They can safely be set to zero for solutions describing point sources on a rugby
ball solution. More generally their value is dictated by the near-brane matching conditions
that set the vacuum solution that is appropriate between the branes far from the source.
10Our notation uses ‘tildes’ for terms independent of θ and ‘hats’ for constants that appear in θ-dependent
terms.
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4.2 Boundary conditions
We next eliminate the integration constants using the appropriate boundary conditions.
Near-brane boundary conditions
We first impose the near-brane boundary conditions, eqs. (3.9) and (3.10). Of these,
eqs. (3.9) requires the near-brane limit, limθ→0 θ∂θ, to vanish for the functions δA, δC, δW
and δφ, and these conditions should hold for all r. They therefore require
Hˆ(r) = Cˆ(r) = Ŵ (r) = 0 . (4.15)
Similarly, eq. (3.10) fixes integration constants in δB in terms of the brane lagrangians
(which for the special case of rugby ball solutions are identical to one another). Physi-
cally, as shown in appendix C, the three quantities, B˜, H˜ and Aˆ appearing in δB can be
interpreted geometrically as (r-dependent) modulations in the defect angles at each brane,
and a change in the proper distance between the two branes. The near-brane matching
condition requires these to be related for all r to the constants appearing in the brane
action in the same way as they are in the asymptotic, r → ∞, geometry. In particular,
if the background branes do not have an r-dependent action the asymptotic defect angles
should not change, δα± = 0, which implies the parameters Aˆ and B˜ must satisfy
B˜ = −1
2
H˜ and Aˆ = 0 . (4.16)
In particular, the condition Aˆ = 0 ensures that the functions δA, δC, δW and δφ are all
θ-independent:
δφ = H˜(r) , δC = C˜(r) , δW = W˜ (r) , δA = A˜(r) + C˜(r)− 2W˜ (r) , (4.17)
δB =
H˜(r)
2
(
−1 + θ cot θ
)
,
δFρϕ
F ρϕ
=
1
2
H˜(r)
(
1 + θ cot θ
)
= δB + δφ , (4.18)
and δFrϕ = 0. Furthermore, since having Aˆ = 0 negates the main advantage to our original
definition of δA, we absorb the lingering (C˜ − 2W˜ ) into A˜ in what follows, so that δA = A˜
without loss of generality.
Now that we know that δA, δC and δW are independent of θ, we know they are
not independent of one another because it is possible to redefine r in such a way as to
impose one relation amongst them. If we restrict to transformations of the large-r form
r → r(1 + k/r + · · · ) only δW can be changed in this way if terms of order 1/r2 are
neglected, but this change can be used to set the constant W˜1 to any desired value.
Flux quantization
We next impose the boundary condition coming from flux quantization, which states
1
2pi
∫
d2xFθϕ +
∑
b=±
g2RCbeφb
2pi
= n , (4.19)
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where n = ±1 is the background quantum number, φb = φ(θb) and Cb is the brane-localized
flux coefficient of the brane lagrangian, eq. (4.5). Linearizing and specializing to the case
of a rugby ball asymptotic background (and so also to identical branes, C+ = C−) gives the
condition
0 = C
[
δφ(θ+) + δφ(θ−)
]
+
2pi
g2R
∫ θ−
θ+
δFθϕ = 2CH˜ , (4.20)
from which we learn H˜ = 0, leaving the solutions
δC = C˜(r) , δW = W˜ (r) , δA = A˜(r) , (4.21)
and δφ = δB = δFθϕ = δFrϕ = 0.
The function H˜(r) physically describes an r-dependent modulation in the proper dis-
tance between the two branes, and it is flux quantization (together with the previous
near-brane boundary conditions) that fixes this inter-brane distance for all r in the same
way that it did for the asymptotic vacuum solution at r →∞.
Far-field flux and source mass
We finally examine boundary conditions appropriate to the large-r limit, by trading the
integration constant C˜1 for the source mass, M , using eq. (3.21) or (3.22), which in the
present instance reduces to
C˜1 = − κ
2M
32pi2αa20
= −κ
2
4M
8pi
= −G4M = −rs
2
. (4.22)
4.3 The 4D Brans-Dicke perspective
We now identify the physical interpretation of the remaining integration constants, by
making contact with the low-energy 4D effective field theory. Before doing so we first
digress to set aside a potential misconception about what the 1/r dependence of a field
says about the existence of massless 4D degrees of freedom.
Light degrees of freedom, 1/r behaviour and integration constants
At this point we naively have two related puzzles. First, we have used up our boundary
conditions but are left with unspecified integration constants. Although C˜1 can be traded
for the source mass, M , and the constant W˜1 can be absorbed into a redefinition of r, the
constant A˜1 remains potentially unspecified. Second, these constants show that several
independent metric components appear to fall off like 1/r, potentially indicating the pres-
ence of a number of massless particles (besides just the graviton) in the 4D limit.11 We
now argue that the existence of the extra integration constant is related to the existence
of a light scalar degree of freedom, whose mass is nonzero but can be made parametrically
light compared to the KK scale.
11In this our calculation resembles that of ref. [42], who find for non-supersymmetric 6D systems that
1/r dependence in other fields besides the metric are important in reproducing the low-energy behaviour
of 4D Einstein gravity.
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First a straw man: it is tempting to believe that if any 6D field behaves as 1/r at large
distances (or, equivalently, approximately satisfies 4ψ = 0 at large distances), then it must
describe an independent massless scalar field in the low-energy 4D effective theory. We now
show why this is a fallacy, and that what is more important is the number of independent
integration constants required to describe the long-distance behaviour of classical solutions.
To show why it is insufficient to know that a 6D field varies like 1/r to infer the
existence of a massless mode, consider the following illustrative toy model of a heavy field,
h, coupled to a light scalar field, `:
L = −1
2
[
(∂h)2 + (∂`)2 +M2 h2 + 2µ2 h `+m2`2
]
+ J ` . (4.23)
Here we imagine m ∼ µ  M and so h and ` are almost mass eigenstates with the h
much heavier than `. The current J represents the coupling to another sector (e.g. a point
source), which we assume only couples to `.
Because this model is gaussian it can be solved exactly by diagonalizing the mass
matrix, leading to propagation eigenstates
H = h cosϑ+ ` sinϑ and L = ` cosϑ− h sinϑ , (4.24)
where the mass eigenvalues are M2H ' M2 + µ4/M2 ' M2 and M2L ' m2 − µ4/M2 ' m2
and the mixing angle is tanϑ ' µ2/M2.
Our interest is in the response of this system to a point source, and so in the solutions
to the equations
(−+M2H)H = J sinϑ and (−+M2L)L = J cosϑ (4.25)
where J = j δ(3)(x). For the purposes of the present parable we focus also on distances
M−1  r  m−1 for which the mass of the field L is not yet relevant, and it behaves as if
it is effectively massless. In this regime we know the solution for H falls exponentially to
zero for r M−1, while L varies as
L ' j cosϑ
4pir
' j
4pir
(
1− µ
4
2M4
+ · · ·
)
. (4.26)
So far so good: the massive field falls off exponentially and the only effect of the mixing is
to suppress the effective coupling of L to the source.
Now consider instead analyzing this system by working with the initial basis h and `
and perturbing in powers of 1/M from the get-go, as one does in practice when working
with higher-dimensional theories. In this case the h field equation is
(−+M2)h+ µ2` = 0 and (−+m2)`+ µ2h = J , (4.27)
with approximate solution h ' −(µ2/M2)` + O (1/M4). In the regime r  m−1,M/µ2
the h contribution to the ` equation is subdominant and so ` satisfies −` ' J , with
approximate solution
` ' j
4pir
and so h ' −
(
µ2
M2
)
j
4pir
. (4.28)
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Notice that at this order h acquires a 1/r profile (as appropriate given h '
−(µ2/M2)` ' 0), even though the corresponding mass eigenstate H is not at all an
approximately light field. Of course eq. (4.26) shows why: virtual h exchange must medi-
ate a 1/r potential so that it can partially cancel the contribution of ` exchange, as given
by eq. (4.28), in order to reproduce the cosϑ dependence seen in (4.26) when using proper
mass eigenstates.
The lesson is this: having a heavy field vary as 1/r (or approximately satisfy h ' 0)
does not mean this is a new light field; instead it indicates that h has a nonzero overlap
with one of the light mass eigenstates.
A better way to count light degrees of freedom given only the 1/r dependence of a far-
field solution is instead to count the independent integration constants. This is because each
bona fide light degree of freedom appears as a field in the low-energy effective theory and
as such has its own independent equation of motion in this theory. The extra integration
constants arising when solving these equations represent the physical freedom to specify
independently the initial conditions for this light field, separate from those of any other
light fields in the problem. This is not what happened in the above toy example, where the
solution h ' −µ2`/M2 dictates the integration constants of the h field in terms of those of
the ` field. This is a special case of the more general statement [72, 73] that the classical
solutions of an effective field theory only capture the adiabatic solutions of the full theory
involving heavier degrees of freedom.
In the present instance the ‘extra’ integration constant is an indication that the low-
energy far-field theory involves more than just the 4D graviton. In 6D supergravity the
other light field is the 4D scalar ‘breathing mode’, ψ, associated with 4D fluctuations of the
parameter φ0 [74–78]. This parameter describes a flat direction of the equations of motion
associated with the classical scaling symmetry described below eqs. (2.2). Indeed, it would
be exactly flat (at the classical level) in the absence of flux quantization, which lifts the
flat direction by specifying φ0 through equations like eq. (4.4). Flux quantization can lift
the flat direction [34, 35] because the brane-localized flux term (or C-dependent term) of
the brane lagrangian, eq. (4.5), breaks the scale invariance of the bulk field equations when
C is independent of φ (as is assumed here).
By breaking scale invariance the flux quantization condition gives the breathing mode
a small mass, µ, but this mass is parameterically small compared with the KK scale because
it must ‘know’ about the brane lagrangian, and so is suppressed relative to the KK scale
by a power of δ = κ2L/2pi  1. This suppression ensures there is a range of distance
scales µ  1/r  mKK ' a0 for which r is large enough that a 4D description applies,
but small enough that the mass µ is not yet relevant. Although the scalar should fall
exponentially for r  µ−1, it falls approximately as 1/r within the regime between a0
and µ−1. This is the regime for which the 6D 1/r solutions in general applies, and so
the remaining integration constant should capture how the low-energy scalar modifies the
system’s response to a point source.12
12Of course, the 6D 1/r solutions also apply for r  µ−1, but in this regime the exponentially falling
scalar profile instructs us to set the corresponding integration constant to zero.
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The 4D scalar-tensor effective field theory
To fix the final integration constant we next match the linearized solution found above for
the far-field 6D solution with the solution for an on-brane point source in the 4D EFT,
assuming this EFT to be a scalar-tensor theory. The key for this matching is to recall that
this solution is given in the 6D Einstein-frame metric
gMNdx
MdxN = −e2Adt2 +e−2Cdr2 +e2W r2
(
dξ2 +sin2 ξ dζ2
)
+a20
(
dθ2 +e2Bdϕ2
)
, (4.29)
with
A =
A˜1
r
, C =
C˜1
r
and W =
W˜1
r
(4.30)
as in eq. (4.21), and the dilaton and Maxwell field given by their background values, φ = φ¯
and FMN = FMN .
Dimensional reduction tells us that the 4D part of this metric is not in the 4D Einstein
frame, but can be put there by making the rescaling gµν = (1/a0)
2g˘µν , where a0 is the
radius of the extra dimensions in the asymptotic rugby-ball geometry. This is related to
fluctuations in the canonically normalized breathing zero-mode, ψ, by a0 ∝ e−ψ/2 and so
gµν = e
ψ g˘µν [48, 79].
Matching to 4D Brans-Dicke theory
The effective theory in the regime of interest for the above solution is the 4D effective
theory of a light scalar coupled to the graviton [80–83], and the effective 4D lagrangian in
this regime in the 4D Einstein frame is
LBD = − 1
2κ24
√
−g˘ g˘µν
(
R˘µν + ∂µψ∂νψ + µ
2ψ2
)
+ Lm , (4.31)
where Lm describes the coupling to other matter (such as the point source). As mentioned
earlier, the nonzero mass, µ, arises from flux quantization and is suppressed relative to the
KK scale by factors of the defect angle: δ = κ2L/2pi  1.
Our interest when matching to the 6D solutions is in regimes where the solutions fall
off as 1/r and there are two separate such regimes: one where a0  r  1/µ and both ψ
and the metric vary this way; and one with r  1/µ for which ψ vanishes exponentially
and only the metric varies as 1/r. To this end we neglect µ, secure that we can reproduce
the r  µ−1 regime simply by choosing the special case ψ = 0. Exterior to any sources
the field equations obtained from this action therefore become
R˘µν + ∂µψ∂νψ = 0 and ˘ψ = 0 , (4.32)
for which the exact spherically symmetric solutions are [84–90]
g˘µνdx
µdxν = −e2A˘ dt2 + e−2C˘dr2 + r2e2W˘
(
dξ2 + sin2 ξ dζ2
)
, (4.33)
where
e2A˘ = e2C˘ =
(
1− `
r
)p
, e2W˘ =
(
1− `
r
)1−p
and e
√
2 ψ =
(
1− `
r
)q
, (4.34)
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where the field equations impose one relation, p2 + q2 = 1, among the three integration
constants, p, q and `. These solutions are asymptotically flat, and in the far-field regime
their linearization about the asymptotic flat geometry becomes
δA˘ = δC˘ = −p `
2r
, δW˘ = −(1− p)`
2r
and δψ = − q`√
2 r
. (4.35)
To make contact with the 6D solution we write gµν = e
ψ g˘µν , and so
gµνdx
µdxν = −e2A dt2 + e−2Cdr2 + r2e2W
(
dξ2 + sin2 ξ dζ2
)
, (4.36)
with
e2A = eψe2A˘ =
(
1− `
r
)p+q/√2
' 1−
(
p+ q/
√
2
)
`
r
+ · · ·
e2C = e−ψe2C˘ =
(
1− `
r
)p−q/√2
' 1−
(
p− q/√2) `
r
+ · · ·
and e2W = eψe2W˘ =
(
1− `
r
)1−p+q/√2
' 1−
(
(1− p) + q/√2) `
r
+ · · · . (4.37)
Comparing these expressions with eqs. (4.30) then gives
A1 = −
(
p+ q/
√
2
)
`
2
, C1 = −
(
p− q/√2) `
2
and W1 = −
(
1− p+ q/√2) `
2
. (4.38)
We ignore the W1 equation, since this coefficient can be changed arbitrarily by redefining r.
Matching to sources in 4D
We finally eliminate p, q and ` in favour of the physical properties of the point source.
If the point source on the brane in 6D does not couple directly to φ (i.e. its microscopic
mass is φ-independent), then in 4D the source couples only to ψ through a Brans-Dicke-like
coupling [91–93] to the 6D Einstein-frame (or ‘Jordan-frame’) metric, gµν = e
ψ g˘µν .
More generally, consider a generic matter action, Sm, that couples to ψ and the metric
only through the combination gµν := e
2λ(ψ)g˘µν , with λ(ψ) a function that defines the
specific theory. The choice λ(ψ) = λ0ψ corresponds to the form described by Brans and
Dicke themselves, and our 6D application is the further particular case13 λ0 =
1
2 [95]. The
equations of motion, including source terms, then become
R˘µν + ∂µψ∂νψ + κ
2
4
(
T˘µν − 1
2
T˘ g˘µν
)
= 0 and ˘ψ + κ24 J˘ = 0 , (4.39)
where
T˘µν :=
2√−g˘
(
δSm
δg˘µν
)
and J˘ := 1√−g˘
(
δSm
δψ
)
g˘
= λ′ T˘ . (4.40)
13Notice that if ψ had been massless a coupling λ0 this large would be ruled out observationally by tests
of general relativity within the solar system [94], although these bounds do not apply for the masses of
practical interest here.
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Here the subscript ‘g˘’ indicates which metric is held fixed during the differentiation, while
T˘ := g˘µν T˘
µν and λ′ := dλ/dψ.
Suppose now we have a non-relativistic source localized within a region Σ, for which
only T˘tt is significant and the gravitational and the source is weak enough that its gravita-
tional binding energy is a negligible part of its rest mass. Then the mass is related to the
asymptotic form of g˘tt part of the metric by [68, 69]
g˘tt ' −1 + rs
r
+O
(rs
r
)2
, (4.41)
with rs = 2G4M = κ
2
4M/(4pi). Comparing this with eqs. (4.35) then gives rs = p `, from
which we read
` =
rs
p
=
κ24M
4pip
=
2G4M√
1− q2 . (4.42)
Weak fields also imply
ψ ' δψ = − q`√
2 r
, (4.43)
and so ∮
r
dS n · ∇˘ψ ' 4pir2
(
∂ψ
∂r
)
=
4piq`√
2
, (4.44)
where the integration is over any sphere of radius r surrounding, but exterior to, the source.
On the other hand, when λ′ = λ0 is a constant integrating the dilaton field equation over
space implies∫
dV
[
˘ψ + κ24J˘
]
=
∮
r
dS
(
n · ∇˘ψ
)
+ λ0κ
2
4
∫
dV T˘ =
4piq`√
2
− λ0κ24M = 0 , (4.45)
where we assume a non-relativistic source for which
∫
dV T˘ ' − ∫ dV T˘tt ' M . Solving
for q as a function of M gives
q√
2
=
κ24λ0M
4pi`
=
λ0rs
`
= pλ0 = λ0
√
1− q2 , (4.46)
and so
q√
2
=
λ0√
1 + 2λ20
, p =
1√
1 + 2λ20
and ` = rs
√
1 + 2λ20 , (4.47)
(where we use p→ 1 as λ0 → 0).
This finally gives
A˜1 = − `
2
(
p+
q√
2
)
= −rs
2
(
1 + λ0
)
= −G4M
(
1 + λ0
)
and C˜1 = − `
2
(
p− q√
2
)
= −rs
2
(
1− λ0
)
= −G4M
(
1− λ0
)
. (4.48)
At first sight eqs. (4.48) appear to contradict eq. (4.22), which fixes C˜1 purely in terms of
the mass. In fact, they are compatible because eq. (4.22) really gives C˜1 = −G4m, where
m is the Jordan frame mass, defined in terms of the Jordan-frame matter stress-energy:
Tµν :=
2√−g
(
δSm
δgµν
)
= e−6λT˘µν . (4.49)
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Notice that using the value λ0 =
1
2 appropriate for dimensional reduction gives
A˜1 = −3
2
G4M and C˜1 = −1
2
G4M if a0  r  µ−1 . (4.50)
Of course, for distances larger than the scalar mass, r  1/µ, the scalar field falls exponen-
tially rather than like 1/r, and so we instead effectively have λ0 = 0 when seeking solutions
as a power in 1/r, leading to the usual 4D gravity result,
A˜1 = C˜1 = −G4M if r  µ−1 , (4.51)
which, as expected, agrees with eq. (4.22) once the scalar plays no role.
5 Gravitational phenomenology at small distances
The discussion to this point points towards there being two interesting 4D regimes in the
low-energy limit of the 6D supergravity.14 One enters the 4D regime at energies E < mKK
with a Brans-Dicke scalar-tensor gravity, and then passes over to 4D general relativity at
energies below the 4D scalar mass, E < µ < mKK . Furthermore, the expected Brans-Dicke
coupling, λ0 =
1
2 , is not small and so scalar exchange can be important over distances
shorter than 1/µ.
This implies several potentially observable signals in short-distance gravitational tests.
First, it means that deviations from Newton’s inverse-square force law should start before
these experiments get all the way down to the KK scale. Experiments testing the Newtonian
prediction at short distances parameterize the deviations they seek in terms of a Yukawa
potential of the form [20, 21]
V (r) = −G4M1M2
r
(
1 + α e−µ r
)
, (5.1)
and although this form is a fairly poor description of the crossover to the 6D potential
V ∝ 1/r3 that occurs at the KK scale [107], it is precisely the potential — with α = 2λ20 = 12
— that is expected in the transition to the Brans-Dicke scalar. The present 95% confidence
exclusion plot, taken from ref. [22, 23], is shown in figure 2, from which we see that α < 1
for µ−1 ' 45 microns, strengthening to α <∼ 0.1 for µ−1 ' 100 microns. It also shows
µ−1 <∼ 60 µm for α = 12 . The upshot is that the normalization of the 4D Newton’s constant
should change by ∼ 50% as one passes below r ∼ µ−1. Violations of the equivalence
principle (such as a chemical-composition dependence to gravitational forces) would not be
expected at these scales, however, because of the Brans-Dicke nature of the scalar coupling.
The key question then becomes: precisely how big is µ predicted to be? As argued
above, because this mass vanishes in the absence of the branes, it is generically somewhat
smaller than the KK scale, leading to the estimate
µ ' mKK δ ' δ
a0
with δ ' κ
2T
2pi
<∼ 1 , (5.2)
14The low-energy spectrum is even richer than this and includes other scalar fields lighter than the KK
scale, such as those describing the brane positions. As described in more detail elsewhere [96–100], the
gravitational effects of these other scalars are much smaller at practical distances than the Brans-Dicke
scalar discussed here.
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Figure 2. The 95% confidence level exclusion plot for a Yukawa deviation from Newtonian gravity,
in the α–1/µ plane, as taken from ref. [22, 23].
where T is of order the brane tension. We must take δ smaller than unity to be sure to
remain within the domain of validity of the semiclassical approximation, but it need not
be enormously smaller.
It remains to estimate the allowed range for mKK and δ. The allowed range for these
parameters is partly driven in these scenarios by the allowed range for the 6D gravity
scale, Mg = κ
−1/2. A benchmark range of allowed values is 10 TeV <∼ Mg <∼ 40 TeV,
where the lower limit is required to evade astrophysical energy-loss bounds [101–105, 108],
and the upper limit comes from requiring sufficiently small estimates [36] of the quantum
contributions to the 4D vacuum energy. For this range the condition Mp ∝M2g a0 implies
the KK scale lies in the sub-micron range 0.06 µm <∼ a0 <∼ 1 µm. A qualitative lower
bound for the brane tension, T , comes from requiring it not to be smaller than M4s , where
Ms ' 5 TeV is a conservative estimate for the lightest allowed excitations of Standard Model
particles at the LHC. An upper limit on T comes from the condition κ2T = T/M4g  1
required for control over the semiclassical approximation.
When Mg = 10 TeV we have a0 ' 1 micron and so we see that T >∼ (5 TeV)4 requires
δ >∼ 116 must be towards the upper end of its range. Taking the representative value δ ' 0.1
gives µ−1 ' a0/δ ' 10 microns. If, on the other hand, Mg ' 40 TeV then a0 ' 0.06 µm and
so taking (5 TeV)4 <∼ T <∼ (20 TeV)4 implies 0.01 <∼ δ <∼ 0.1 and so 0.6 µm <∼ µ−1 <∼ 6 µm.
Parameter ranges such as these would not yet be ruled out by tests of Newton‘s laws,
but are close to being experimentally accessible.
6 Discussion
In summary, this paper constructs various exact and approximate solutions to the equations
of 6D gauged, chiral supergravity that capture the response of the bulk supergravity fields
to the presence of two space-filling branes and a point mass (that can be, but need not be)
localized on one of these branes. Part of our goal in so doing is to have a 6D prediction
to use when deriving the low-energy 4D effective field theory that is needed in order to
describe efficiently cosmology in these models [96].
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We argue that the near-horizon form of the solution for a small black hole resembles
the corresponding solution for Einstein gravity in the bulk, because in the near-horizon
limit the stress-energy associated with the other bulk fields becomes negligible relative to
the curvature caused by the source.
We find a class of exact black-brane solutions that asymptote at large distances to the
compactified bulk vacuum solutions, and argue that these also capture the far-field form of
more general point-source configurations. In a nutshell, they do so because the multi-pole
expansion guarantees that only the monopole moment is relevant in the far-field regime,
and so in this regime any information about the position of the point source within the
extra dimensions (that might distinguish the solution from a black brane) becomes lost.
We find the far-field solution has two physical integrations constants in it, after extra-
dimensional near-brane and flux-quantization boundary conditions are imposed. We argue
that these constants correspond to the mass and Brans-Dicke coupling that govern the
same far-field solutions in the low-energy 4D effective theory that should apply in this
limit. A scalar-tensor 4D theory is required because of the presence of the scalar breathing
mode that is an exact flat direction of the classical equations of motion due to the classical
rigid scale invariance of the 6D supergravity equations (a scale invariance that is common
to most higher-dimensional supergravities).
This mode is known not to be exactly massless because the flux-quantization condi-
tion sees the brane-localized flux term of the brane action, which is the only part of the
lagrangian that breaks the classical scale invariance. This lifting of the scale invariance
by the branes allows flux quantization to determine the value of the flat-direction field,
and thereby fix the size of the extra dimensions [32, 34, 35]. It also gives the correspond-
ing 4D scalar a mass, and because this mass requires the presence of the brane (and its
back-reaction) it is suppressed by a power of the brane defect angles, δ± ' κ2T±/2pi. As a
consequence the scalar mass, µ, is parametrically small compared with the KK scale, ensur-
ing the existence of a range of scales described by a 4D scalar-tensor theory. For distances
larger than 1/µ the scalar can be integrated out, and the low-energy theory is just Einstein’s
gravity. For distances smaller than this, but larger than the KK scale, the appropriate 4D
physics is gravity and a 4D scalar coupled to matter through a Brans-Dicke oupling.
In practice, as discussed in [36], other considerations make it unlikely that the defect
angle is fantastically small, because there is unlikely to be an enormous hierarchy between
the brane tension and higher-dimensional gravity scale. Section 5 considered a benchmark
range of parameters consistent with other constraints, and found that a low 6D gravity
scale (Mg ' 10 TeV, which also produces the most favourable quantum contributions to
the effective dark energy density [36]) would give an extra-dimensional size a0 ' 1 micron
and δ ' 0.1, in which case µ−1 ' a0/δ could be as large as µ−1 ' 10 microns. If, on
the other hand Mg, were as large as 40 TeV (which pushes up uncomfortably the quantum
contributions to the vacuum energy) then a0 ' 0.06 microns, and taking a plausible range
of brane tensions leads to µ−1 between 0.6 and 6 microns. All estimates lead to observable
changes in the micron range, and the smaller δ is the larger the intermediate range of scales
for which a 4D Brans-Dicke description applies.
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This indicates the likelihood of an interesting rich gravitational phenomenology in the
1–10 micron regime. The inverse-square law should persevere down to m−1KK ' 1 micron,
but the strength of Newton’s constant should change by an order-unity amount as the
scalar-tensor nature of gravity becomes manifest at µ−1 ' 10 microns. There should be no
violations of the equivalence principle at 10 microns due to the Brans-Dicke nature of the
scalar-matter couplings. Eventually the crossover to the 6D 1/r4 power-law for the force
occurs at the KK scale itself.
In the long run, predictions such as these should be hard to miss, particularly
once joined with the other observable predictions at KK scales [107] and for particle
physics [108–120] made by the SLED picture. In a subsequent publication [96] we hope to
explore in more detail the implications of the low-energy limit found here, both for labora-
tory experiments and for cosmology, by scoping out the 4D effective theory in more detail.
It would be remarkable if the puzzle of the vacuum energy — normally regarded as
the most depressing of problems, devoid of progress despite much study — were to point
towards such a rich diversity of new phenomena right on our intellectual doorstep.
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A Newtonian limit
In this limit we consider the Newtonian limit of a point-mass source, for which the metric
is gMN = ηMN + hMN and TMN = M δ
n−1(x) δtMδtN , where n = 4 or 6 is the dimension
of spacetime. Our goal is to derive the Newtonian expressions for rs and ρs in terms of
the mass M .
It is most convenient to use the trace-reversed field equations, which in n dimensions is
RMN + κ2n
(
TMN − T
n− 2 gMN
)
= 0 , (A.1)
where T := gMNTMN . In this we use the de Donder gauge result for the Ricci tensor,
RMN = 12 hMN (using Weinberg’s curvature conventions). Since only Ttt is nonzero
T = gttTtt. This leaves the (tt) Einstein equation
htt + 2
(
n− 3
n− 2
)
κ2nTtt ' 0 . (A.2)
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4 dimensions
Specializing to 4D and Ttt = M δ
3(x) we have n = 4 and so
−htt = κ24M δ3(x) , (A.3)
whose solution is
htt =
κ24M
4pi r
. (A.4)
Using gtt ' −
(
1 + 2Φ
)
, where Φ is the Newtonian potential, this becomes
Φ = −κ
2
4M
8pi r
= −G4M
r
, (A.5)
where G4 is Newton’s constant and we use κ
2
4 = 8piG4. (Indeed, this is how this relation
between κ4 and G4 is derived.) In terms of this we have
gtt = ηtt + htt = −1− 2Φ = −
(
1− rs
r
)
(A.6)
where
rs =
κ24M
4pi
= 2G4M , (A.7)
as usual.
6 dimensions
Next specializing to 6D and Ttt = mδ
5(x) we have n = 6 and so
−htt = 3κ
2
6M
2
δ5(x) , (A.8)
whose solution is
htt =
(
3κ26M
2
)
1
8pi2ρ3
=
3κ26M
16pi2ρ3
, (A.9)
where we use ρ to denote the 6D radial coordinate.
Using gtt ' −(1 + 2Φ), where Φ is the Newtonian potential, this becomes
Φ = − 3κ
2
6M
32pi2 ρ3
= −3G6M
4piρ3
, (A.10)
if we define G6 in terms of κ6 through the same relation as in 4D, κ
2
6 = 8piG6.
In terms of this we have
gtt = ηtt + htt = −1− 2Φ = −
(
1− ρ
3
s
ρ3
)
(A.11)
where
ρ3s =
3κ26M
16pi2
. (A.12)
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B Conserved currents and surface integrals
This appendix derives the expressions for the conserved charges as surface integrals, as is
used in the main text to find rs and ρs as functions of M in the fully relativistic setting.
The equations of motion used in the main text are
EMN :=GMN + κ2TMN = 0 where (B.1)
κ2TMN := ∂
Mφ∂Nφ− 1
2
(∂φ)2 δMN +
κ2e−φ
g2R
(
FMPFNP − 1
4
F 2 δMN
)
− 2g
2
R
κ2
eφ δMN + t
M
N ,
∂M
(√−ge−φFMN)+ jN = 0 , (B.2)
φ+
(
κ2e−φ
4g2
FPQF
PQ − 2g
2
κ2
eφ
)
= 0 , (B.3)
where tMN and j
N are the brane and particle stress-energy and gauge current.
Conserved charges
Given a metric, gMN , that asymptotes to g¯MN at infinity, we can define a conserved charge
Q for each isometry of g¯MN . Given a Killing vector field (KVF), V
M , of g¯MN ,
∇MV N +∇NV M = 0 , (B.4)
where V M := g¯MNV
N , we define the background-covariantly conserved (pseudo)current,
JM := − 1
κ2
∆EMNV M , (B.5)
where ∆EMN contains all terms of the field equation, EMN , that are nonlinear in the
difference δgMN := gMN − g¯MN (and similarly for the deviations of any other fields).
In terms of this the charge is defined by
Q :=
∫
Σ
dΣMJM = − 1
κ2
∫
Σ
d5x
√
g¯ nM∆EMNV N , (B.6)
where Σ is a time-like hypersurface with unit normal nM . In practice we work with a
diagonal metric and take Σ to be surfaces of constant t, so nMdx
M =
√−gtt dt. This
charge is conserved in the sense that it is independent of Σ, and this can be seen given that
the Bianchi identity, ∇M∆EMN = 0, with the KVF condition, eq. (B.4), implies∇MJM = 0.
The connection to asymptotic fields is made by using the field equations, EMN = 0
satisfied by gMN , and EMN = 0 satisfied by g¯MN , since these imply δEMN + ∆EMN = 0,
where δEMN is the part of the field equations linear in δgMN (and other perturbations).
These equations imply that the conserved charge may be written
Q =
1
κ2
∫
Σ
dΣMδEMNV N . (B.7)
What is useful about this is that general covariance implies the integrand is always a total
derivative, and so δEMNV N = ∇LsLM for some sLM . As a consequence Q can be written
as a surface integral over the boundary, ∂Σ, of Σ:
Q =
1
κ2
∮
∂Σ
dΣMNs
MN . (B.8)
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In particular the total mass, M , of a configuration can be defined as the conserved
charge associated with the time-like KVF, V M∂M = ∂t, for which
M =
1
κ2
∫
Σ
d5x
√−g¯ δE tt . (B.9)
To see how the conserved charges work in detail it is worth working through several explicit
examples.
Spherical 6D black hole
In this case we use Einstein’s equations, GMN + κ2TMN = 0, where the metric is asymptot-
ically flat, so g¯MN = ηMN . We take a point mass as the source (or can consider it to be a
black hole).
The metric in this case is
ds2 = −h(ρ) dt2 + dρ
2
h(ρ)
+ ρ2d2Ω4 , (B.10)
where d2Ω4 is the metric on the unit 4-sphere (whose volume is V4 = 83 pi2). For a
Schwarzschild metric the function h(ρ) is given by
h(ρ) = 1− ρ
3
s
ρ3
, (B.11)
where ρs is a length to be determined in terms of M (and compared with eq. (A.12), above).
As above, we define the mass within a region of radius ρ by
M = − 1
κ2
∫
Σ
d5x
√−g¯ ∆E tt . (B.12)
In general M defined in this way includes the gravitational binding energy, to the extent
that the nonlinear terms in the Einstein tensor contribute to ∆E tt. But things are simpler
when the fields are weak enough that it suffices to work to linear order in Gtt, since in this
case the only contribution comes from the stress energy of the source, leading to
M = − 1
κ2
∫
Σ
d5x
√−g¯ ∆E tt = −
∫
Σ
d5x
√−g¯ T tt . (B.13)
Now consider evaluating the linearized part of the Einstein equation. For pure gravity
this is given by
δE tt = ηttδGtt = − 2
ρ2
(
3 δh+ ρ ∂ρδh
)
, (B.14)
and so
M =
1
κ2
∫
Σ
d5x
√−g¯ δE tt = 8pi
2α
3κ2
∫ ρ?
0
dρ ρ4δE tt = −16pi
2α
3κ2
∫ ρ?
0
dρ ∂ρ
(
ρ3 δh
)
, (B.15)
where ρ? is a particular radius outside of the source. We include a defect angle δ = 2pi(1−α),
to include the case of a brane threading the source. Using eq. (B.11) to infer δh = −ρ3s/ρ3
allows the result to be evaluated, and gives
M = −16pi
2α
3κ2
[
ρ3? δh(ρ?)
]
=
16pi2αρ3s
3κ2
. (B.16)
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Solving this for ρs gives
ρ3s =
3κ2M
16pi2α
, (B.17)
in agreement with eq. (A.12) (and generalizing it to α 6= 1).
Applications in 6D supergravity
Our real system of interest is the supergravity of eqs. (B.1), for which we now repeat the
same construction. In this case we take a diagonal metric ansatz,
ds2 = ds24 + a
2
0
(
e2E(θ,r)dθ2 + e2B(θ,r)dϕ2
)
(B.18)
ds24 = −e2A(θ,r) dt2 + e−2C(θ,r) dr2 + e2W (θ,r)r2(dξ2 + sin2 ξ dζ2) , (B.19)
which we linearize about the asymptotic rugby-ball solution, for which A = C = W = E =
0 and where
eB = α sin θ , F θϕ = ±α sin θ
2
, eφ = eφ0 :=
κ2
4g2Ra
2
0
. (B.20)
In this case the (tt) components of the Einstein tensor and the bulk stress-energy
tensor become
Gtt = 1
a20
+
1
a20
∂2θ (δC − δB − 2δW ) +
cot θ
a20
∂θ(δC + δE − 2δB − 2δW ) (B.21)
−∂2r (δE + δB + 2δW )−
2
r
∂r(δC + δE + δB + 3δW )− 2δE
a20
− 2(δC + δW )
r2
κ2T
t
t =
1
a20
(
−1 + δE + δB − δFθϕ
F θϕ
)
, (B.22)
and so, after some rearranging, we find that these combine to give the following total
derivative for δE tt:
√−g¯ δE tt =
√−g¯ (δGtt + κ2δT tt)
=
1
a20
∂θ
{√−g¯ [∂θ(δC − δB − 2δW)+ (δE − δB) cot θ − δAϕ
F θϕ
]}
−∂r
{√−g¯ [∂r(δE + δB + 2δW)+ 2
r
(
δC + δW
)]}
. (B.23)
In terms of this, the conserved mass is obtained by integrating. Assuming all of
the functions are functions only of r and θ also allows some of the remaining angular
integrations to be performed explicitly, since integrating ξ and ζ gives 4pi and the integral
over ϕ gives 2pi. Using
√−g¯ = αa20 r2 sin ξ sin θ and integrating over a region 0 < r < r?
and θ1 < θ < θ2 gives the following result for M
M =
1
κ2
∫
Σ(r?,θi)
d5x
√−g¯ δE tt
=
8pi2α
κ2
∫ r?
0
dr
{
r2 sin θ
[
∂θ
(
δC − δB − 2δW
)
+
(
δE − δB
)
cot θ − δAϕ
F θϕ
]}θ=θ2
θ=θ1
−8pi
2αa20
κ2
∫ θ2
θ1
dθ
{
r2 sin θ
[
∂r
(
δE + δB + 2δW
)
+
2
r
(
δC + δW
)]}r=r?
r=0
. (B.24)
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The 6D Schwarzschild black hole (again)
As a first application (and a reality check) we can apply this formula to compute the mass
of a 6D Schwarzschild black hole, which should provide an approximate solution to these
equations over distances much smaller than the KK scale, a0. To this end it is worth
rewriting the Schwarzschild metric in the following alternative form,
ds2 = −
(
4%3 − ρ3s
4%3 + ρ3s
)2
dt2 +
(
1 +
ρ3s
4%3
)4/3
ds25 , (B.25)
where
ds25 = dr
2 + r2
(
dξ2 + sin2 ξ dζ2
)
+ a20
(
dθ2 + α2θ2 dϕ2
)
, (B.26)
is the flat metric on a 5D cone with α = 1 − δ/2pi measuring the defect angle. Here % is
related to the other coordinates by %2(r, θ) = r2 +a20θ
2, and to the 6D Schwarzschild radial
coordinate by
ρ = %
(
1 +
ρ3s
4%3
)2/3
' %+ ρ
3
s
6%2
+ · · · , (B.27)
where the last, approximate equality assumes both ρ and % to be much larger than ρs.
This should be a solution to the supergravity equations, eqs. (B.1), over distances
much smaller than the KK size, and so for which we may use sin θ ' θ within the extra-
dimensional metric. In this regime this form of the black-hole metric agrees with the general
ansatz of eq. (B.18), and a comparison shows that the metric functions are
e2A =
(
4%3 − ρ3s
4%3 + ρ3s
)2
and e−2C = e2W = e2δB = e2E =
(
1 +
ρ3s
4%3
)4/3
, (B.28)
and so the linearized deviations from the rugby ball are
δA = − ρ
3
s
2 ρ3
and − δC = δW = δE = δB = ρ
3
s
6ρ3
. (B.29)
Specializing eq. (B.24) to the case −δC = δE = δB = δW and δAϕ = 0, and choosing
θ1 = 0 and θ2 = θ?, gives
M = −32pi
2α
κ2
{∫ r?
0
dr
[
r2 sin θ ∂θδW
]θ=θ?
θ=0
+ a20
∫ θ?
0
dθ
[
r2 sin θ ∂rδW
]r=r?
r=0
}
. (B.30)
In this use the explicit form for δW and perform the derivatives using ρ2 = r2 + u2 where
u := a0θ,
∂θδW = a0∂uδW = −a0ρ
3
su
2ρ5
and ∂rδW = −ρ
3
sr
2ρ5
. (B.31)
Furthermore, we also take θ? small enough that a0 sin θ ' a0θ = u, since this is the regime
in which we expect the Schwarzschild solution approximates a solution to eqs. (B.1). The
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result is
M =
16pi2αρ3s
κ2
{[
u2
∫ r?
0
r2 dr
ρ5
]u=a0θ?
u=0
+
[
r3
∫ a0θ?
0
udu
ρ5
]r=r?
r=0
}
=
16pi2αρ3s
κ2
[(
r3?
3ρ3?
)
+
1
3
(
1− r
3
?
ρ3?
)]
=
16pi2αρ3s
3κ2
, (B.32)
which defines ρ2? := r
2
? + u
2
? = r
2
? + a
2
0θ
2
? and uses the integrals∫
r2 dr
(r2 + u2)5/2
=
r3
3u2(r2 + u2)3/2
and
∫
udu
(r2 + u2)5/2
=
1
3(r2 + u2)3/2
. (B.33)
Notice that eq. (B.32) agrees with the result, eq. (B.16), obtained using the Schwarzschild
solution and the conserved charge for Einstein gravity in 6D spherical coordinates.
C Far-field supergravity solutions
This appendix describes in more detail the linearization of the bulk field equations about
the rugby-ball solution, and their integration to obtain the far-field solution given in the
main text. We follow closely the approach of ref. [34, 35].
We start with the metric ansatz
ds2 = −e2A(θ,r) dt2 + e−2C(θ,r) dr2 + e2W (θ,r) r2(dξ2 + sin2 ξ dζ2) + a20
(
dθ2 + e2B(θ,r) dϕ2
)
,
(C.1)
and also allow φ and the gauge fields to depend on r and θ. The non-vanishing components
of the 6D Ricci tensor for this metric are
−e−2ARtt = e2C
[
∂2rA+ ∂rA
(
2
r
+ ∂r(A+B + C + 2W )
)]
+
1
a20
(
∂2θA+ ∂θA∂θ(A− C + 2W +B)
)
e2C Rrr = e2C
[
∂2rA+ (∂rA)
2 + ∂rC
(
2
r
+ ∂r(A+B + 2W )
)
+ ∂2rB + (∂rB)
2
+2 ∂2rW + 2(∂rW )
2
]
− 1
a20
(
∂2θC + ∂θC ∂θ(A− C + 2W +B)
)
e−2W Rξξ = −e−2W + e2C
[
1 + r2 ∂2rW + r
2 ∂rW ∂r(A+B + C + 2W ) (C.2)
+r ∂r(A+B + C + 4W )
]
+
r2
a20
[
∂2θW + ∂θW ∂θ
(
A− C + 2W +B)]
Rζζ = Rξξ sin2 ξ
Rθθ = ∂2θ (A+B − C + 2W ) + (∂θA)2 + (∂θB)2 + (∂θC)2 + 2(∂θW )2
Rθr = ∂θ∂r(A+B + 2W ) + ∂θA∂rA+ ∂θB ∂rB + 2 ∂θW ∂rW
+∂θC ∂r(A+B + 2W ) +
2
r
(∂θC + ∂θW )
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e−2BRϕϕ = a20e2C
[
∂2rB + ∂rB
(
2
r
+ ∂r(A+B + C + 2W )
)]
+∂2θB + ∂θB ∂θ(A− C + 2W +B).
The linearized equations
We wish to linearize the field equations about the rugby-ball solution, which corresponds
to the choices
A = C = W = 0 and eB = α sin θ , (C.3)
with
φ = φ0 = ln
(
κ2
4g2a20
)
(C.4)
and
F θϕ =
αn
2
sin θ , (C.5)
where n = ±1. To linearize we write
A = A+ δA , B = B + δB , C = C + δC ,
W = W + δW , φ = φ+ δφ , FMN = FMN + δFMN , (C.6)
in the field equations and drop all quadratic terms, with the goal of finding the general
solution for the resulting linear differential equations for the variations.
The linearized Ricci-tensor components become
Rtt = −δA
Rrr = −2δC + ∂2r (δA+ δB + 2 δW ) +
2
r
∂r(δC + 2 δW )
Rξξ = 2(δC + δW ) + r ∂r(δA+ δB + δC + 2 δW ) + r2δW
Rζζ = Rξξ sin2 ξ (C.7)
Rθr = ∂θ∂r(δA+ δB + 2 δW ) + 2
r
∂θ(δC + δW ) + cot θ ∂rδB
Rθθ = −1 + 2 a202δB + ∂2θ (δA− δC + 2 δW − δB)
Rϕϕ = e2B
[
− 1− 2 δB + a20δB + cot θ ∂θ(δA− δC + 2 δW + δB)
]
,
where  = 4 +2 simplifies when restricted to functions f(θ, r), with
4f(θ, r) =
[
∂2r +
2
r
∂r
]
f(θ, r) and 2f(θ, r) =
[
1
a20
(
∂2θ + cot θ ∂θ
) ]
f(θ, r) . (C.8)
This leads to the following set of 8 independent linear field equations, whose solutions
we seek. The dilaton and Maxwell equations are
(dilaton:)
(
∂2θ + cot θ ∂θ
)
δφ+ a20
(
∂2r +
2
r
∂r
)
δφ =
(
δφ+ δB − δFθϕ
F θϕ
)
(C.9)
(Maxwell:)
a20
r2
∂r
(
r2
δFrϕ
F θϕ
)
+ ∂θ
(
δFθϕ
F θϕ
− δB − δφ+ δA− δC + 2 δW
)
= 0 , (C.10)
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while the trace-reversed Einstein equations linearize to
(rθ)
δFrϕ
F θϕ
= −∂θ∂r (δA+ δB + 2 δW )− 2
r
∂θ(δC + δW )− cot θ ∂rδB (C.11)
(tt)
(
∂2θ + cot θ ∂θ + a
2
0∂
2
r +
2a20
r
∂r
)
δA =
1
2
(
δφ+ δB − δFθϕ
F θϕ
)
(C.12)
(rr) −
(
∂2θ + cot θ ∂θ
)
δC +
2a20
r
∂r(δC + 2 δW ) + a
2
0∂
2
r (δA+ δB + 2 δW )
= −1
2
(
δφ+ δB − δFθϕ
F θϕ
)
(C.13)
(ξξ)
2a20
r2
(δC + δW ) +
a20
r
∂r (δA+ δB + δC + 2 δW ) + a
2
0δW
= −1
2
(
δφ+ δB − δFθϕ
F θϕ
)
(C.14)
(θθ)
(
∂2θ + 2 cot θ ∂θ
)
δB + ∂2θ
(
δA− δC + 2δW
)
=
1
2
(
δφ+ 3δB − 3δFθϕ
F θϕ
)
(C.15)
(ϕϕ)
(
∂2θ + 2 cot θ ∂θ
)
δB + a20
(
∂2r +
2
r
∂r
)
δB + cot θ ∂θ
(
δA− δC + 2δW
)
=
1
2
(
δφ+ 3δB − 3δFθϕ
F θϕ
)
. (C.16)
In what follows it is also useful to combine eqs. (C.9) and (C.12) to obtain
(tt and dilaton)
(
∂2θ + cot θ ∂θ + a
2
0∂
2
r +
2a20
r
∂r
)
(2 δA+ δφ) = 0 . (C.17)
Far-field solutions
We now turn to finding the general solutions to these equations, with our interest primarily
in the far-field regime corresponding to distances much further than the KK scale: r  a0.
This region is well within the 4D regime, and the dominant result should therefore fall off
like 1/r and so we expand all of the perturbations in a series in 1/r,
δφ = H0(θ) +
H1(θ)
r
+ · · · , δB = B0(θ) + B1(θ)
r
+ · · · ,
δA = A0(θ) +
A1(θ)
r
+ · · · , δC = C0(θ) + C1(θ)
r
+ · · · (C.18)
δW = W0(θ) +
W1(θ)
r
+ · · · , δFMN = δF (0)MN(θ) + 1r δF
(1)
MN(θ) + · · · ,
and solve the equations neglecting terms of order 1/r2 and higher.
Eliminating the gauge field
Equations (C.10) and (C.11) above can be combined to eliminate the gauge field strength
in terms of the metric and dilaton perturbations. To this end, notice that differentiat-
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ing (C.11) gives
a20
r2
∂r
(
r2
δFrϕ
F θϕ
)
=−a
2
0
r2
∂r
(
r2
[
∂θ∂r(δA+ δB + 2 δW ) +
2
r
∂θ(δC + δW ) + cot θ ∂rδB
])
=−a
2
0
r2
∂r
(
−∂θ(A1+B1+2W1) + 2r∂θ(C0+W0) + 2∂θ(C1+W1)−cot θ B1
)
=−2a
2
0
r2
∂θ(C0 +W0) , (C.19)
which can be neglected in what follows because it is order 1/r2. Using this in equa-
tion (C.10) then yields
∂θ
(
δFθϕ
F θϕ
− δB − δφ+ δA− δC + 2δW
)
= 0 , (C.20)
which may be integrated to give
δFθϕ
F θϕ
= δB + δφ− δA+ δC − 2δW + Q˜ . (C.21)
Here we introduce the notation Q˜(r) = Q˜0 + Q˜1/r + · · · where Q˜i are θ-independent
integration constants.
Determining δA− δC + 2 δW
Next, subtracting equations (C.15) and (C.16), and using 4δB = 0 (which follows from
eqs. (C.18)), gives
∂2θ (δA− δC + 2δW ) = cot θ ∂θ (δA− δC + 2δW ) , (C.22)
which integrates to give
δA− δC + 2δW = A˜+ Aˆ cos θ , (C.23)
where, as before, A˜(r) = A˜0 + A˜1/r + · · · , Aˆ(r) = Aˆ0 + Aˆ1/r + · · · , where A˜i and Aˆi are
integration constants.
The dilaton equation
Using the 1/r expansion and the result for the Maxwell field we find eq. (C.9) implies the
dilaton perturbation satisfies(
∂2θ + cot θ ∂θ
)(
δφ0 +
δφ1
r
)
= δA− δC + 2 δW − Q˜
= A˜− Q˜+ Aˆ0 cos θ . (C.24)
This result can be integrated to obtain
δφ = H˜ + Hˆ ln
(
1− cos θ
sin θ
)
+ (Q˜− A˜) ln sin θ − 1
2
Aˆ cos θ , (C.25)
with integration constants H˜i and Hˆi, grouped into the r-dependent combinations H˜(r) =
H˜0 + H˜1/r + · · · and Hˆ(r) = Hˆ0 + Hˆ1/r + · · · .
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Solving for δB
Next we use equation (C.15), eliminating as before the gauge field on the right hand side:(
∂2θ + 2 cot θ ∂θ
)
δB =−∂2θ (δA− δC + 2δW ) +
[
−δφ+ 3
2
(δA− δC + 2δW )− 3
2
Q˜
]
=−H˜−Hˆ ln
(
1−cos θ
sin θ
)
+(A˜− Q˜)
(
3
2
+ln sin θ
)
+ 3Aˆ cos θ . (C.26)
Following [34, 35] we write the integral
δB = B˜+Bˆ cot θ +
H˜
2
θ cot θ − HˆM2(θ) + (A˜− Q˜)
[
H2(θ)− 3
4
θ cot θ
]
−Aˆ cos θ , (C.27)
with integration constants B˜(r) = B˜0 + B˜1/r + · · · , Bˆ(r) = Bˆ0 + Bˆ1/r + · · · , and the
functions H2 and M2 defined by:
M2(x) :=
∫ x
0
dy
M1(y)
sin2 y
with M1(x) :=
∫ x
0
dy sin2 y ln
(
1− cos y
sin y
)
H2(x) :=
∫ x
0
dy
H1(y)
sin2 y
with H1(x) :=
∫ x
0
dy sin2 y (ln sin y) . (C.28)
Notice that because ln[(1 − cos θ)/ sin θ] = ln[tan(θ/2)] changes sign under θ → pi − θ, it
follows that M1(pi − x) =M1(x) and so for small x
M1(x) =M1(pi − x) ' x
3
3
[
ln
(x
2
)
− 1
3
]
. (C.29)
As a result M2(x) is well-behaved at both x = 0 and x = pi, and M2(pi − x) =M2(pi) −
M2(x) with
M2(x) ' x
2
6
[
ln
(x
2
)
− 1
6
]
, (C.30)
for small x.
Disentangling δW and δC.
We next use eq. (C.14). The important thing to notice here is that on the left-hand side
the only terms that are not order 1/r2 come from 2δW . Dropping the other terms and
eliminating the gauge field as above we get(
∂2θ + cot θ ∂θ
)
δW = −1
2
(δA− δC + 2δW ) + 1
2
Q˜
=
1
2
(
Q˜− A˜
)
− 1
2
Aˆ cos θ . (C.31)
The general solution is
δW = W˜ + Ŵ ln
(
1− cos θ
sin θ
)
+
1
2
(
A˜− Q˜
)
ln sin θ +
1
4
Aˆ cos θ , (C.32)
with 4 new integration constants W˜i and Ŵi, combined as before into the r-dependent
combinations W˜ (r) = W˜0 + W˜1/r + · · · and Ŵ (r) = Ŵ0 + Ŵ1/r + · · · .
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An identical argument holds for eq. (C.13), which we solve for δC leading to the
solution
δC = C˜ + Cˆ ln
(
1− cos θ
sin θ
)
− 1
2
(
A˜− Q˜
)
ln sin θ − 1
4
Aˆ cos θ , (C.33)
with integration constants C˜(r) = C˜0 + C˜1/r+ · · · and Cˆ(r) = Cˆ0 + Cˆ1/r+ · · · . Combined
with eq. (C.23) these expressions for δC and δW also determine δA through:
δA = δC − 2δW + A˜+ Aˆ cos θ . (C.34)
Evaluating the gauge fields
The expressions used earlier to eliminate the gauge fields can now be used to evaluate them
explicitly. First, we see from eq. (C.11) that
δFrϕ
F θϕ
= −2
r
∂θ(δC + δW ) +O(1/r
2) = −2(Cˆ0 + Wˆ0)
r sin θ
. (C.35)
The expression for the δFθφ similarly becomes:
δFθϕ
F θϕ
= δB + δφ− δA+ δC − 2δW + Q˜
= B˜ + Bˆ cot θ + H˜
(
1 +
1
2
θ cot θ
)
+ Hˆ
(
ln
(
1− cos θ
sin θ
)
−M2(θ)
)
+(Q˜− A˜)
(
1 + ln(sin θ) +
3
4
θ cot θ −H2(θ)
)
− 5
2
Aˆ cos θ . (C.36)
Finally, the only equation not yet used is eq. (C.17), and inserting the above expressions
for δA and δφ into this provides the additional condition
A˜(r) = Q˜(r) . (C.37)
Coordinate conditions
We are free to set a few of the remaining integration constants to specific values using some
residual coordinate freedom. Following [34, 35] we use the freedom to shift θ to put the
position of one brane at θ = θ+ = 0. Since the brane locations correspond to positions
where the metric coefficient eB = α sin θ (1 + δB) vanishes, this is achieved by asking
Bˆ(r) = Bˆ0 +
Bˆ1
r
= 0 . (C.38)
In principle we wish to do so for all r, but because Bˆ(r) depends on r setting Bˆ1 = 0
requires shifting θ by an r-dependent amount: θ → θ− θ0− θ1/r+ · · · . Although this shift
in general introduces off-diagonal dθdr terms into the metric (and so takes us outside of
the ansatz used to solve the field equations), the cross terms arise at order 1/r2 and so can
be neglected in the far-field regime.
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Solutions summary
We now collect the final expressions for the general perturbations:
δφ = H˜(r) + Hˆ(r) ln
(
1− cos θ
sin θ
)
− 1
2
Aˆ(r) cos θ , (C.39)
δA = A˜(r) + C˜(r)− 2W˜ (r) + [Cˆ(r)− 2 Ŵ (r)] ln
(
1−cos θ
sin θ
)
+
1
4
Aˆ(r) cos θ , (C.40)
δC = C˜(r) + Cˆ(r) ln
(
1− cos θ
sin θ
)
− 1
4
Aˆ(r) cos θ , (C.41)
δB = B˜(r) +
H˜(r)
2
θ cot θ − Hˆ(r)M2(θ)− Aˆ(r) cos θ , (C.42)
δW0 = W˜ (r) + Ŵ (r) ln
(
1− cos θ
sin θ
)
+
1
4
Aˆ(r) cos θ , (C.43)
δF
(0)
ρϕ
F ρϕ
= B˜(r) + H˜(r)
(
1+
θ
2
cot θ
)
+Hˆ(r)
[
ln
(
1−cos θ
sin θ
)
−M2(θ)
]
− 5
2
Aˆ(r) cos θ ,
(C.44)
and
δFrϕ
F ρϕ
= −2
r
(
Cˆ0 + Wˆ0
sin θ
)
. (C.45)
Boundary conditions
We next specify the values of the various integration constants by imposing the appropriate
boundary conditions.
Near-brane matching conditions
We first fix the integration constants using the near-brane boundary conditions, which in
the far-field region are given by eqs. (3.9) and (3.10).
Of these, eqs. (3.9) requires the near-brane limit, limθ→0 θ∂θ, to vanish for the functions
δA, δC, δW and δφ. Furthermore, these conditions hold for all r. They therefore require
the following integration constants to vanish:
Hˆ(r) = Cˆ(r) = Ŵ (r) = 0 . (C.46)
These imply the solutions reduce to the simpler form
δφ = H˜(r)− 1
2
Aˆ(r) cos θ , (C.47)
δA = A˜(r) + C˜(r)− 2W˜ (r) + 1
4
Aˆ(r) cos θ , (C.48)
δC = C˜(r)− 1
4
Aˆ(r) cos θ , (C.49)
δB = B˜(r) +
H˜(r)
2
θ cot θ − Aˆ(r) cos θ , (C.50)
δW0 = W˜ (r) +
1
4
Aˆ(r) cos θ , (C.51)
δFρϕ
F ρϕ
= B˜(r) + H˜(r)
(
1 +
θ
2
cot θ
)
− 5
2
Aˆ(r) cos θ
= δB + δφ− Aˆ(r) cos θ , (C.52)
and δFrϕ = 0.
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Next, eq. (3.10) states (for all large r)
lim
θ→0
(
∂θe
B − 1
)
= −κ
2L+
2pi
and lim
θ→θ−
(
−∂θeB − 1
)
= −κ
2L−
2pi
, (C.53)
where, because the initial rugby ball solution requires identical branes, we choose L+ =
L− := L. These conditions relate integration constants in δB to the properties of the
source branes.
The three quantities, B˜, H˜ and Aˆ appearing in δB at this point have a simple physical
interpretation in terms of the geometrical properties of the extra dimensions, which we
briefly outline to better understand the implications of eqs. (C.53). These three quantities
can be traded for an (r-dependent) change to the defect angles at each brane, and a change
in the proper distance between the two branes. In particular the positions of the branes
are set by the two places, θ = θ±, where eB(θ±) ' α sin θ(1 + δB) vanishes, which for the
perturbed solution found above occurs at θ+ = 0 (because of the coordinate choice made
earlier) and θ− = pi + δθ. Similarly, the conical defect angles at each brane are given by
the derivatives of eB at these positions:
α± = ± ∂θeB
∣∣
θ±
= ±α
[(
1 + B˜ +
1
2
H˜
)
cos θ± − 1
2
H˜ θ± sin θ± − Aˆ cos 2θ±
]
. (C.54)
Using these explicit expressions we can solve to obtain
θ− ' pi
(
1− 1
2
H˜
)
and
δα±
α
= B˜ +
1
2
H˜ ∓ Aˆ . (C.55)
Consequently H˜ captures the change, δ`, in the proper distance between the branes,
δ`
`
=
δθ
pi
=
1
2
H˜ , (C.56)
while B˜ describes a common change to the defect angle at both branes, and Aˆ gives a
relative change to these two defect angles.
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